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We propose here to investigate new variants of proximal splitting methods (like the family of
Douglas-Rachford splitting) and test them on a complex stochastic optimization problem derived
from a real-life long-term energy planning model.

We consider a set of geographical zones Z interconnected by a network of economic agreements
to import or export electricity. Each arc e = (z, z′) carries the flow of imported energy denoted
by fet in each period of the time horizon t ∈ [1, . . . , T ]. We denote dzt the total demand and izt
the input of water resource for zone z ∈ Z at step t (random information) . The variables are
the local production levels pzt, the control of hydroelectrical reserve uzt and the interzonal flows
fet. The multistage stochastic program we face up is the following :

min
p,x,u∈L2

IE
[∑T−1

t=0 (
∑
z∈Z cz(pzt) +

∑
e∈E le(fet))

]
s.t pt + ut −Aft = dt (1)

xz,t+1 = xzt − uzt + izt ∀z ∈ Z,∀t (2)
+ Zonal constraints on random variables pzt, uzt, fet (3)

We apply the Douglas-Rachford (or equ. Proximal Decomposition, see [1]) splitting method
to the dynamic reformulated model. It consists in solving by a Dual Dynamic Programming
technique the local subproblems :

min
(qz ,uz ,fz ,φz)

Cz(qz, uz, fz, φz) + 1/2λ(‖fz − fkz − λvkz‖2 + ‖φz − φkz + λw
′k
z ‖2)

update the dual variables and project back on a customized coupling subspace and its orthogonal
(see details in [2] for the deterministic model).

Numerical results are presented on realistic instances with |Z| = 12, T = 365 and piecewise
linear convex production costs that show the efficiency of the decomposition approach.
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